OCPB

Complaint
documentation

Once th€ suffering o. damage
has been attributed to the enterprises,

Thailand

the complainant can file the complaint
as

follow:

1. lD. Card/ Official lD Card
2. Householdregistration
3. Enterprise's address
4. Reservation Letter,
Reservation Agreement, Sale
and Purchase Agreement

5. Advertising, Photos (if any)
6. Receipt, Installment receipt

7. Letter/ correspondence between the
complainantand the enterprise (if any)

8.

The relevant documents such as a copy

ofthe title deed, a copy ofthe Affidavit
or Certificate of Incorporation, etc.

9.

A postcard filled with the complainant's

name and address
10.30 baht revenue stamp
In case of housing, land and condominium, the

complainant shall submit two sets of these copies.
In case of general goods and advertising, shall

submit them accordingly.
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"Office of
the Consumer
Protection Board
under the
Prime Minister's

Office

will play a role
as the
safegua rd

for all people
from
advantage
taking and

fraudulence."

"We encourage you to turn your
mindset upside-down and
empower with the concepts of
The OCPB has obligations to protect the five

fundamental rights for the consumer

as

consumer's rights-bearer and rights

follows;

defender under the laws with

(1) The right to receive correct and sufficient

information and description

as

to the quality of goods

transparency and contextualization

or services;
(2) The right to enjoy freedom in the choice of goods

or
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services;
(3) The right to expect safety in use of goods or

services;
(4) The right

to receive

a fair contract; and

(5)The right to have the injury considered and
compensated in accordance with the laws on such
matters or with the provision of the Consumer
Protection Act of Thailand.

"The protection of consumer's rights

yourself, so be alert with media
literacy, spending efforts
to understand a product or service before
purchasing, checking and inspecting in detail of
contract before its validation and if any loss or
damages, you are entitled to file a complaint with
.
acquiring for remedial."..

is a safeguard for
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frotertion of tronsumer's rights
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